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DOLPHIN DAYS! 
 Savings are Here!! 





Learn More
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The Dolphin Promise



Your Partner in Crafting Remarkable Pool Cleaning Experiences for 40 Years




Explore
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Experience Cordless Pool Cleaning With Dolphin LIBERTY™ Models!




Buy Now
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World's #1 Robotic Pool Cleaner: The Nautilus CC Plus




Buy Now
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Control Your Dolphin From Anywhere



With the MyDolphin™ Plus App




Learn More
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Automated Solar-Powered Robotic Pool Skimmer
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Parts & Accessories



Discover genuine parts and accessories for your Dolphin pool cleaner to enhance your pool experience.




Learn More
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Shop at Your Local Store



Search for your local retail store for unique Dolphin models designed to get your pool incredibly clean.
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Best Performance Cleaners
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Best Seller Cleaners
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Best Value Cleaners
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Papa's Little Helper!! 
 
"Our Nautilus works fantastic. Everyone is amazed at how it can climb the walls and make it way to the seating to clean them. too. Programmed for 2 hours it picks up 95% of the pool bottom., about 98% for 3 hours of random vacuuming. It takes about 10 minutes to start and the same to shut down including cleaning the filters. Overall, we are quite satisfied with the time saved. The grandkids had fun watching it. My grandson said it looked like a tank, "We should call it Sherman."



Rick
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"I love my Dolphin E10! 
 
 It makes owning a pool even more relaxing when you can trust your Dolphin E10 to do the cleaning for you. I named mine Finn and he does a great job. As you can see, my pool is clean. I used my Dolphin approximately 2 months in 2022 before closing pool and a couple months this year after opening. It has exceeded my expectations. I am very pleased so far."



Diane
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A Winning Investment 
 
 "We bought this last year (2022) tired of making do with hand-me-downs and tried to clean by hand regularly. We had heard horror stories of new machines not performing as expected. When our Dolphin arrived the first fun part was naming her. She is in our phones now as Greta and she had our pool cleaned this second year in less than two hours. Sparkling clean when we closed the pool and Greta has her sparkling again. It’s May 9 in Ontario and we will be swimming this weekend!!! Excellent and reliable product."



Valerie
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Great Time Saver with Quality Outcome! 
 
 "I have owned the Dolphin Active 60 for about a year and a half and it is a great time saver. The pool, a 20 by 40 with deep end and a step walk out on one end, has never looked better. Fantastic machine that works as the manufacture described!"



Richard
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Trying to Decide Which Robot is 
 Right For You?



Answer a few questions to find your perfect match!




Help Me Choose
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Why a Robotic Pool Cleaner is the Best Pool Cleaning Hack of 2023



Choosing the right robotic pool cleaner can make your pool maintenance even easier. You’ll do less work and get more incredible pool time. A robotic pool cleaner is the best pool cleaning hack in 2023. In this article we will delve into what’s unique about robotic pool cleaners.

Read more
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6 Best Small Pool Cleaners in 2023



Choosing a robotic pool vacuum cleaner for your small pool can be a laborious task when you consider the types and features available for each robot. Rest assured, we can help, after all, we have over thirty years of experience in the pool industry. In this article we’ll provide our top choices for the six best pool cleaners for your small pool in 2023.

Read more
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Dolphin Nautilus CC Plus and Premier Robotic Pool Vacuum Cleaners Voted #1 for 2023



Maytronics, the global leader in robotic pool cleaners, was featured in Best Robotic Pool Cleaners & Best Pool Vacuums from USA TODAY’s consumer product reviews division, Reviewed. Reviewed’s team of editors carefully tests consumer products to help them make the best decision on what products to purchase.

Read more
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Join Our Newsletter
Yes, I'd like to receive promotions and updates to my email 

































By signing up, I agree to Maytronics Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy *
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Thanks for subscribing!


Would you like to receive exclusive offers? Simply add a password to finish creating your Maytronics account.



Create Account
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